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Absti'act
Most abstract models of cooperative work concentrate on the procedural and structural
aspects of group working. However, one of the fundamental.processes that occurs when
people work together is that of information sharing. This paper suggests that a complete
model of cooperative work would benefit from explicitly incorporating the concept of
information sharing. It is proposed that this can be achieved by including information
dorl"i,ains in such a model. .Two projects (IviacAll II and AIvlIGO MHS+) that have
addressed this issue to a limited extent are outlined and compared. Finally, four areas of
consideration are identified and discussed, and areas for further research are highlighted.

1

Introduction

Over the last few years there has been a considerable amount of research devoted to the
subject of computer supported co-operative work (CSCW). Many areas ha.ve been a.ddressed
within this field, ranging from the development of underlying technologies to support CSCW,
through studies of group working in general, to the proposal of abstract fram~works foi'
modelling group comnumication using computers. This paper discusses an issue that has
been touched on by many different researchers working in widely varyiilg areas, yet has not
been fully explored in its own right.
A key consideration for any approach to CSCW is that of information, in particular, the
sharing of information. Underlying support for this has been developed (e.g. [11]), and there
is much ongoing research into more efficient ways of managing the storage and access of
information Over large computer networks. However, a coherent model of information sharing
within an organisation has yet to be developed.
This paper will demonstrate that, not only is a model of information sharing necessary, but
that such a model can be integrated with modeis of procedural and structural aspects of
group working in order to develop a complete and coherent description of CSCW. It will also
identify and discuss some of the issues involved in modelling information sharing.
The concept of an information domain is introduced to facilitate the modelling of information
sharing. An information domain is a grouping of people and/or roles, information objects,
and other resources. This grouping represents a working group in real life, that is, it brings
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together people, information, and necessary tools a.nd services so that a goal or set of goals
can be achieved.
The structure of the paper is as follows:
• Section 2 demonstrates the need for a model of information sharing, and suggests that
the information domain (ID) could be the cornerstone for such a model.
• Section 3 reviews the work of two projects (MacAll II and AMIGO MHS+) that have
included the concept to some extent.
• Section 4 discusses some issues involved in the development of a framework for describing
lDs, and suggests some solutions to problems that arise.
• Section 5 concludes the paper by summarising the major issues involved in modelling
information sharing, describing how the model could be integrated with procedural and.
structural aspects, and identifying areas for further study.

2

Why are information domains needed?

This section demonstrates the need for a, COllc~Pt of information doniains in CSCW. There
are three reasons for this need; the main reason is to facilitate the de'velopmentof an explicit
model of information sharing. The other two reasons are, first, to provide a series of contexts for naming objects, and second, to define a collaborating group and provide an explicit
environment in which this group can work. The remainder of this section will discuss these
reasons in more detail. .

2.1

Information domains for inforn1.ation sharing

Many abstract models of group working have been put forward in recent years. These have
been formulated using several different approaches, which can be categorised in many ways
(e.g. [6], [17]). Group communication has been modelled from the point of view of the
data involved (e.g. [13], [15]), the agents involved (e.g. [I), [7]), the existing communication
structure (e.g. [22]), and the processes involved both at the level of individual t.urns in an
activity (e.g. models based on speech act theory; [2], [8], [9]), and at the level of describing
the activity itself (e.g. [5], [16]).
All the above models of group working describe its procedural aspects. Most of them also
include some concept of the structural aspects 'of communication, for example, the AMIGO
Activity Model [16J makes use of Tsichritzis' and Gibbs' CANPLAY and HASPATH relations
[22]. However, a striking omission from all these models is the notion of information sharing.
When a group of people forms with the intention of working together to achieve a particular
goal or series of goals, some sort of context is implicitly or explicitly created within which
this group will work. Members of the group will use this context to share information and
tools pertinent to the ta.sks involved in attaining the goal(s). Goodman and Abel [10J call
this context a project space. Their work involved looking at groups, focusing on patterns of
communication and realisation of project spaces. Groups that they looked at were working
groups within a department, rather than departments within an organisation, but it seems
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likely that larger groups with less well-defined goals will also use contexts similar to project
spaces to share resources.

It seems, then, that information domains are generally used in some form by groups of people
working together. If communication within these groups is to be supported by a computer
system based on a model of processes involved in group working, IDs will still be created and
used to share information objects and resources. Therefore, it makes sense to provide support
for this by including the concept of IDs in the particular model used, and thus providing an
integrated support service.

2.2

Information domains for object naming

In addition to the advantages of using explicitly defined information domains to support
information sharing, an ID may be integrated with an object naming scheme. Object naming
is usually considered to be entirely local (the meaning of a name is private to individuals),
or entirely global (a name means the same to all users). Most systems using a global naming
scheme allow individuals to give private aliases to objects, but in a group working environment
this does not give enough flexibility.
Sollins and Clark [21] propose a naming scheme that allows self-defining groups to jointly
create and use names. The scheme relies on arbitrarily defined contexts, which are associations
between groups of people and sets of names for objects. A name ca·n be used to access the
object it refers to, and it acts as a placeholder for the object. The attributes of cOlltexts
could easily be associated with IDs within a model of group working, as it is likely that
groups deftnedby the two methods will overlap to a significant extent.
.'
Kreifelts and Seuffert [14] describe the addressing scheme used in the DOMINO office procedure system. This relies on the definition of organisational units, which are groups of people
within an office. Each organisational unit may contain other organisational units, or a set
of projects, which are groups of people with specific goals. People may be referred to by
their position in one of these units. A logical progression from this definition is to allow the
inclusion ofinformation objects in these groups, thus incorporating the' information sharing
aspects of group working.
Standard naming schemes such as that provided by the joint IS 0 jCCITT international directory standard ISO IS 9594, CCITT X.500 [4J can also be usefully integrated with information
domains. The directory is represented as a tree, with general denominators such as countries
at the top, and progressing downward through organisations and departments to names of
people and objects~ The global (distinguished) name of an entry is given by the entire path
through the tree to its vertex, and its local (relative distinguished) name is given by the lowest
of the identifiers, thus providing a name for the object at the level of a group. Organisations,
departments, and groups can all be mapped to IDs.

2.3

Information domains for defining groups

The final reason for including information domains in a model of group working is to allow
the definition oflimits for groups. This can be useful in a number of ways, for example:
#

easy identification of members of the group becomes possible,
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• restricting access to information is made easier,
• tools and resources needed for task performance may be made available to group members.
There are two important consequences of explicitly defining groups using information domains. The most obvious of these is the possibility of constraining the scope of operations
such as searching, modifying, and reading information objects. This is becoming increasingly
important as the size and complexity of computer systems and networks increases. For instance, it would not be very efficient to search all the documents in a large organisation for
one particular document. The search could easily be constrained by speyifying which grou'p
is likely to have possession of the document, and therefore, which information domain it can
be found in.
The other consequence of defininggFoups using information domains is that it beco.mes pos·sible to associate activity management specifications with explicit groups·. Benford [3] has
i'dentified the need for these local management policies, which further specify the performance
of tasks within specific local environments. These environments could easily be mapped onto
groups as defined by information domains.

3

Existing treatments of information domains

This section describes and compares the work of two projects, MacAll Il, and AMIGO MHS+,
that included a model of information domains in their models of group working. It should be
noted that both projects covered a much wider range of issues related to group commun.ication,
but only the work relevant to the concept. of IDs will be described here. These particular
projects have been briefly compared in this context and others in another paper [12] as part
of a wider review of European work on CSCW.

3.1

AME workspaces

The Activity Model Environment (AME) [19] was developed by the MacAll II group at
Nottingham University, and sponsored by Digital. The project aimed to develop a model
of group working within an organisation based on the concept of an activity. The resultin.g
model was based on the office structure proposed by a previous project, MacAll [20]. This
structure included the concept of a workspace, which was defined as a conceptual work area
associated with a person playing a particular role (so a person playing several roles would use
a different workspace for each role). A role is defined as a set of responsibilities assumed by
any person playing that role. Examples of roles are: secretary, lecturer, accounts clerk, and
department head.
The definition of workspaces in the AME was refined and extended somewhat. One workspace
is associated with one role, and all instances (role-person bindings) of that role use the
workspace. It. contains a storage facility for iunits (information units - e.g. documents,
etc.), and a set of trays that contain currently a.ctive messa.ges. Tools, and access to external
resources, are also contained within the workspace. Fina.lly, the workspace keeps a record of
current instances of its associated role.
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Conceptually, all the work that a person does takes place in the workspace associated with
the particular role that s/he is playing at anyone time. All the resources that are needed for
successful performance of a role are contained withiil its associatedworkspace, and accessible
to all people playing the role. People playing other roles may see the contents oHhe workspace~
but they may not access them.

3.2

,

.
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,
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AMIGO MHS+ environments

The AMIGO MHS+ project [18] involved several European institutions, and was funded by
the Cost-lIter programme. It concentrated on describing group communication in terms
of the shared access of information. These descriptions were developed to three different
levels: an abstract datamodel, an underlying architecture to support this, and models for the
extension of existing services. The first of these is most relevant to this paper, as it is the
datamodel that outlines the concept of environments in the most detail.
The purpose of the AMIGO MHS+ environment is twofold; to define the scope of operations,
and to allow the specification ofresources associated with a group. An environment is initially
defined by the creation of an entry in the directory. This entry specifies groups of communication entities, important information objects, message stores, and other resources that are
associated with the environment. The directory entry may also include a textual description
of the e:nvironme!'.. t a.Itd :ru.les cor:.trolling access to illforrilatloli \vithin the environment.
j

Groups of roles are formed by the creation of environments, which allows the sharing of information between all the people involved hi an activity. In addition,boundaries of environments
can overlap,allowing information sharing between groups.

3.3

Comparison and discussion

The AME workspaces are useful for making information available to role players (and localising information in a distributed system), thus helping them perform their tasks within
activities. They also make possible a means of addressing messages without knowing the
specific address for a role player; knowing the person's name and the role they are playing
will be enough. However, the use of the information domain concept is unnecessarily limited
by only assigning workspaces to groups of similar roles. No provision is ma.de for including
objects in more than one workspace, and workspaces may not overlap.
AMIGO MHS+ environments are much more flexible, in that any group of different roles may
be included in an environment. Also, environments may overlap, and may even be completely
nested within another environment, which is an important advantage. Like workspaces, they
can also be used for addressing schemes, and due to the use made of directories, they may
also be used to help provide a naming mechanism for objects and other entities. However,
environments are only used for grouping entities, and not for any other purpose. For instance,
access across boundaries of environments is not restricted.
There are also problems common to both projects. One of these is that the relationship with
activities is not fully explored by either model of information domains. Workspaces are not
used to provide a means of defining groups of roles involved in particular activities, which
would be more useful from the information sharing point of view. On the other hand, envi-
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ronments are created to define these groups of roles, but no knowledge about the procedures
roles are expected to follow is included in the AMIGO MHS+ datamodel.
Neither project carried out a comprehensive study of the reasons for including information
domains in a model of group communication, and the uses they may be put to. The result is
a lack of integration with the procedural (and, to some extent, structural) aspects of group
working and organisational structure. It seems clear that such a study needs to be attempted,
in conjunction with the development of models of procedural and structural aspects of group
working, in order to produce a complete framework for describing CSCW.

4

Issues involved in modelling information domains

This section will identify and discuss issues to be addressed when modelling information
domains.·,c...The purpose for their introduction into models of group working is the· starting
point for this discussion, as the reasons for their use will strongly affect how they are modelled.
The implications of these reasons will be outlined; then a series of issues will be identified
and discussed.
Information domains for information sharing. The main implication here is that information domains should be structured in such a way that groups of people who need to
share information, and groups who wani to share information, are able to set up the ap,propriate IDs; or have them set up, and are able to maintaln them. A consequel1:ce of the fact that
there are many different types of groups (e.g. departments in an organisation, study groups
in a university) is that there may have to be many different types of IDs.
.
Information domains for object naming. Here, the implication is that if a naming
policy is adopted and used in conjunction with information domains; the way IDs are designed
should take this into account. For instance, if there are different types of ID, it needs to be
specified how E)ach type affects the naming of objects. Obviously, this only applies 'where a
naming scheme that is more complex than simple local or global naming of objects is used.
Information domains for defining groups. The internal structure of IDs needs to be
specified, so that there is a definition of the possible constituents of a group, and· so that
constraints on these may be specified if necessary. Also, properties of boundaries of IDs need
tq be be spec:ified. For example, the types of access that are possible across boundaries may
be defined, and if overlapping boundaries or nested IDs are allowed, the consequences of these
properties should be fully investigated.
Following on from this analysis, there are two general considerations that need to be addressed
when modelling IDs:
$

Creation and maintenance of IDs should be facilitated as far as possible by the model.

• The way IDs are modelled should be conceptually acceptable to the end-user;
t.

There are also two specific modelling issues where the reasons for including IDs have an effect:
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• Specification of the internal structure of IDs .
• Definition of the properties of ID boundaries.
The remainder of this section will discuss each of these areas in turn, identify choices that
must be made when developing a model of lDs, and propose some solutions to problems that
may arise.

4.1
4.1.1

General considerations
Creation and maintenance of information domains

The main purpose of informatio~. domains is to facilitate as far as possible the sharing of
information. Thus, it must be ea~'y to create a.nd maintain lDs, and this should not interfere
unduly with performance of activities in general. Any future development of IDs needs to
consider this aspect when specifying their structure. For example, guidelines on thepossibIe contents of an information domain, and tIleir specification, could be included (discussed
further in section 4.2.1).
The process of creating an information domain is likely to follow an identifia·ble pa.ttern, for
example:
1. Create an ID and give it a name

2. Specify the contents of the ID and its maintainer
3. Notify the contents that they belong to the ID
4. Notify other entities of the ID's existence
5. Specify any management policies' associated with the ID
This pattern will depend on the particular model of IDs that is de-"eloped, but once that has
been specified, the tasks associated with creation will become apparent. The mechanisms of
the procedural part of the model of group communication could then be used to define the
activity of ID creation in order to provide additional support for the end-user.
When considering the maintenance of lDs, the degree that the ID and its contents are permitted to change will be decided upon. There are several possibilities here, ranging from no
permitted change, through change of contents only, to change of both contents and properties
of the ID. It is likely that any group will need to change its contents; to add a new member,
or include a new information object. It is less likely that the basic properties of the group
will change, but it is still possible (e.g. the work of a group suddenly becoming secret), and
so that may also be considered.
The other consideration concerning ID maintenance is the degree of automation of this maintenance that is possible. The solution at the moment would be to define a role of administrator
that has to be instantiated for every information domain, and provide a set of guidelines for
the person playing the foie to follow. However, tllere is a growing interest in the specification
of activity management policies (e.g. [3]), and it is possible that this work could be applied
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to the automation alid support of ID maintenance. Also, the maintenance of an ID could be
considered to be an activity in itself, and. therefore the procedural aspects' of the model could
again be used.
4.1.2

Acceptance of the information domain concept

For efficient information sharing, end-users need to understand and accept the concept of an
information domain. This can be achieved by defining lDs so that they reflect the formal and
informal group structure that exists in real life. There are three implications of adopting such
a structure for lDs:
• The structure of groups within an organisation is very
formed, broken up, or changed in some way.

dyn~mic;

groups will often be

• Groups often overlap with, or 'exist entirely within, other groups.
• There are often different types of groups within an organisation. '
'All these implications should be considered when modelling information domains, in order to
allow the end-users to assimilate the concept and use it effectively for information sharing.
The dynamic nature of groups indicates that the creation and maintenance of lDs (dealt with
in the previous section) should be as flexible as possible, and should not illterfere vvith normal
group working. In addition, the increasingly distributed nature of computer installations will
make it very difficult for a central entity to keep track of changes in group structure, although
it would be possible. It would be more efficient to define IDs that are relatively autonomous
and self-regulating.
The naming policy that is used could be affected by overlapping lDs, if it is sufficiently
complex. If an information object exists in. two overlapping groups with a different name in
each, difficulties could arise. Another problem that needs to be addressed when considering
overlapping IDs is that of managemeilt policies. If two groups with diffel~ent policies and
controls overlap, a conflict may arise. Further study is needed here, both into what happens
in real life, and into possible ways of modelling these processes.
Organisations may contain many different types of groups that differ in many ways. For
. example, some groups may be more or less permanent (e.g. departments), whereas others
may be formed solely for one short-term activity (e.g. entities involved in organising a. trip);
some groups may be secret, others may be open; and soon. A sensible categorisation ofthese
groups is needed, from which it should be possible to see whether different types of ID need
to be defined, or whether the various types of groups can be reflected by differing attributes
of the same ID type.
.

4.2
4.2.1

Specific modelling issues
Internal structure of information domains

The geileral issues of creation and maintena.nce of lDs, and the users acceptance of the concept
of lDs, must h,e considered when defining inform'ation, doina.ins. The process of creating all
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information domain is likely to follow a particula.r pattern, a.s discussed earlier, a.nd this may
be partly identified from the· contents and attributes of the ID. It therefore follows that these
properties shoUld be specified in a model of information domains, even if some are specified
as optional. Examples ohhe types of prop~rties tha,tmay be specified are:
• Name - an identifier by which the ID is referred to.
• Description -·a textual description of the purpose of the ID.
• People/Roles - human entities included in the ID.
• Information objects ~ documents etc. included in the ID.
• Storage information - description of the organisation of information objects.
• Resources - tools and services available within the ID.
• System agents - automated entities that exist in the ID.
• Management information - this issue is discussed further in [3].
In addition to specifying which properties may be used, some guidelines on their u,se may be
defined. For example, instead of just stating that a set of resources may be indudedj the
format of the expression to include them may be specified as follows:
resource-component

= <name>

<description> <access-procedure>

These guidelines may be applied equally well to the processes of creation and maintenance of
IDs. It would also be possible to specify constraints on the number or type of a particular
entity that should be inclu(ied i1). a type of ID.. For example, it could be specified that a
department has between 3 and 30 people, exactly one of which will play the rolc ofdepartment
head.
The internal structure of IDs should reflect as far as possible the internal structure of real-life
groups. That is, it
include all the entities that may be associated with a group in reality,
and the guidelines and constraints on the specification of the contents· of an environment
should be sensihleand easily understood. In particular, if different types of information.
domains ate required and defined, their specified contents will reflect the lDs' purposes..

will

4.2.2

Properties of information domain boundaries

Creation, maintenance, and acceptance ofIDs also need to be considered when defining the
properties of ID boundaries. Any properties that may have to be refined at creation time,
or during the lifetime of the ID, should be carefully specified, along with guidelines for their
refinement. Also, the way ID boundaries are specified should allow groups to be formed in
the same way that they are formed in reality.
There are two major properties that ID boundaries may possess that need to be considered:
~

Transparency - controls the visfbility of the contents from the outside.
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• Access . - cO\ltrols t.he a.ccess of collt,ellt.s by elltit.i(\s out.side.

There are four degrees of transparency and access that an ID boundary may possess. First, it
may be completely opaque; so that no entities outside can see or· access its contents. Second,
it may be completely transparent, so that all its contents are visible to the outside but not
accessible. Third, it may be transparent and all contents may be accessible. These three
possibilities present no problem.
The fourth possibility is that some of the contents are visible to the outside, and others are
invisible (some or all of the visible contents ma.y be accessible). In this case, some mechanism
for achieving this must be provided. One possibility is to make the ID responsible fOf taking
requests to view or access contents, and referring to lists of visible and accessible contents
when deciding which to display or allow access to. Whatever mechanism is chosen, it ought
to be transparent to the end-user.

4.3

Summary

This section has examined the reasons for developing a model of lDs, and from these, four
important issues have been identified and discussed. The overriding concern is to define
information domains in such a way that they a.re useful, and facili tate, rather than interfere
with, g~oup working. In order to achieve this, the internal structure and boundary properties
of information domains should be carefully specified, bearing in mind that the user must be
able to accept the concept of an information domain in order to use it properiy.

5

Conclusion

The previous sections have described the concept of information domains, outlining reasons
for their incorporation into models of group working, describing past work on the subject, and
identifying important issues that must be considered when modelling information domains.
Although low-level support for information sharing has been investigated to some extent, most
models of co-operative work developed so far do not take into account information sharing
aspects of group working, but concentrate on procedural and structural aspects.
This paper has argued that there are three main reasons for including information sharing
aspects in general models of group working. The first, a.nd most important, of these is to
facilitate and support efficieilt information sha,ring in a CSCW environment. Secondly, the
integration of an object naming scheme that does not rely totally on global naming is provided
for. Finally, the clear definition of working groups and the interaction of these groups becomes
possible. It is suggested that the need for the inclusion of information sharing aspects in group
communication models could be met by incorporating the notion of an information domain.

It has become apparent from looking at existing treatments of IDs that there are many
issues to be considered and researched .before a coherent model of information domains is
developed. It seems likely that some of these issues may be resolved by investigating teal-life
group interactions, and modelling how information is shared and groups are formed in reality.
In a.ddition, extra support for the end-user should be provided so that the mechanisms for
creating, maintaining, and using information domains do not inhibit the efficient performance
of organisational processes.
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The integration of procedural, structural, and information sharing aspects of modelling cooperative work should be relatively easy. The use of information domains in itself helps to
integra.te the latter two aspects, by providing a basic structure 011 which to build more detailed structural distinctions. Procedural definitions within the model will be used to define
ID creation and maintenance processes, and lDs, once they have been created, can be used
to contain all the entities involved in a particular activity.
There is much scope for further study of the information domain concept, and of information
sharing in general. The three reasons for including IDs outlined in section 2 by no means
exhaust the possible uses of information domains; further research would doubtless reveal
more possibilities. There is a need for the investigation of the interaction between groups,
and the different types of groups, that exist in real life. In addition to these problems, the.
issues highlighted in section 4 also need further consideration.
The whole concept of an information domain is relatively new, and there are many problems.
to be resolved. It seems clear that models of procedural and structural aspects of group
communication are not enough to facilitate true computer supported cooperative work. It
has been recognIsed that, at the most basic level, group working involves groups' of people
performing tasks, according to certain patterns. However, in order to do this, these people
need information, and they need to be able to share that information.
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